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Advanced age comes with many special privileges, such as seeing grandkids grow up, and spending great times with family. However, age also comes with unique challenges. Frailty and health scares can be some of the challenges that require vigilance on our parts.In advanced age, some seniors have experienced challenges such as sudden faintness,
falls, or inability to get up without assistance. Such incidents often occur when least expected.Fortunately, medical alert systems and medical alert providers can help you address this particular challenge of advanced age. Advantages of a Medical Alert SystemA medical alert system is a technological device that allows you to easily call medical
support when you are in a state of difficulty. Another name for a medical alert system is personal emergency response system.In a typical medical alert system, a base unit small enough to be lifted with one hand is attached to your landline phone. A button on the system allows you to reach emergency medical support instantly. Many systems have
portable units that can be worn on the body or carried in the pocket. These make it possible to call for help even when you cannot get to the base unit. The advantages with these systems include their ease of use and the low upfront investment required. In addition, they allow seniors to live independently at home even without a medical aide in the
house. Whenever you need help, just call the support medical attendants, and they will come to you as needed.You Need a Medical Alert System If You?ve FallenThere are cases where a medical alert system can be more than just a precautionary measure. If you’ve had a fall related to age or frailty in recent times, then it might be time for you to get a
medical alert system. In such cases, the system could be essential for your safety.In a fall, seniors often are unable to get up and recover without some kind of assistance. This help might be just in getting you up and ensuring there is no lasting impact from the fall. In other cases, the help required might be performing emergency resuscitation and or
bringing you to a medical treatment center.Medical alert systems serve these functions well. They not only allow help to receive your call for help, but the plans are set up in such a way that rescuers can come and evacuate you to a hospital if necessary. Recommended for Those of Advanced AgeIn case you are of advanced age, you might need a
medical alert system, even if you have not encountered a fall in the past. In this case, the medical alert system serves as a precautionary measure to guard against the risks associated with advanced age.Should you have a medical emergency in the future, the alert system will already be in place to bring help to you. It helps to familiarize yourself with
the system and its capabilities well in advance to make sure you can make use of it if required.You May Need It If You Live Alone Suppose that you are getting on a bit in years, haven’t had a fall, and are not of advanced age yet. In case you live out on your own, without family or relatives in the house with you, you might still need a medical alert
system. This is the case, even though your age is not quite as advanced and you might be relatively fit. When you live alone, especially in remote areas where neighbors have no idea how well you are on a particular day, alert systems become more important.In case you have a sudden adverse health event and need help, having this type of system
ready to use can be invaluable.Budget for a Medical Alert SystemFor their benefit to users and their ability to enhance overall safety in case of an emergency, medical alert systems tend to be a good purchase. You want to select a provider that is reputable and has a record of responding urgently to users’ calls for help.Typical costs for a medical alert
system can be as low as $20 per month and as high as $40 per month or higher. For a higher subscription fee, you can enhance the features and capabilities of a medical alert system. For example, you can add optional necklace or wristwatch pendants that allow you to easily call for help. You could also get daily check in services where the medical
alert company will call you daily to make sure you are doing well. Such addons enhance your safety and ability to get help when needed. MORE FROM LIFE123.COM [shortdesc] Discontinued - Replacement model BRK 7020BSL Alarm Type Smoke & Strobe Light Power Source Hardwired Photoelectric Interconnects Yes Battery AAA Battery Backup
[/shortdesc] The BRK 7010BSL is a wired photoelectric smoke alarm with a powerful integrated strobe alarm. It flashes at a 1Hz flash rate. This BRK smoke alarm can be interconnected with up to 12 other alarms and, when connected to a compatible CO alarm, it creates a unique strobe for both smoke and carbon monoxide notifications. This BRK
alarm should be hardwired in a 120V AC/DC application and it has battery backup capabilities. Two AAA batteries will keep the alarm ready in cases of power outages, though it won't power the strobe light. The BRK smoke alarm with strobe clearly indicates when it is powered properly and when batteries need to be replaced. This model of BRK
smoke alarm is especially effective when hearing impaired alarms are necessary. The 7010BSL meets many standards for visual signal devices. Plus, it's easy to install, providing fast security against fire threats. The 7010BSL was discontinued by BRK First Alert and it was replaced with 7020BSL that features a new slim design with 10-year battery
backup. Don't know what type of smoke alarm is right for your home? Check out our guide on how to choose the right smoke detector for your home. === In The Box 1 x Smoke Alarm/Strobe Light 1 x Mounting Bracket 1 x Power Connector 1 x Dust Cover 1 x English/ Spanish Instructions Manual Info & Guides User manual Spec sheet >
NavinTar/Shutterstock One of the biggest reasons senior citizens end up in the hospital is because of a fall in the home. If you’re worried about losing your independence, then a medical alert system can help. You may have heard them being referred to as personal emergency response systems before, and these ingenious devices can save your life.
They can be activated in emergencies and help will be on the way in no time. If you want to know how they can help you, then read on. How Medical Alert Systems WorkMedical alert systems are convenient because you can wear them as a bracelet, necklace, wristband or watch. When you need help, a button connects you to the emergency services
so they can assist you. This means that when if you fall and cannot get up, you can access support easily. There are two main types of medical alert systems, but monitored systems offer the most support. Monitored alert systems work by connecting you to a professional in the event of an emergency. This person can give you advice, assistance and
send help if needed. They can also contact a neighbor or family member to visit your home. The top medical alert systems come with a fall alert, which automatically connects you to emergency services if it detects a severe fall. Non-Monitored Medical Alert SystemsMedical alert systems that aren’t monitored work similarly to the models that are.
However, instead of connecting you to a real person, the systems automatically dial pre-programmed numbers. They play a recorded message or you can talk to the people on the other line. The messages are often automated and tell the person on the other line your address and that you need assistance. One disadvantage of non-monitored systems is
you can only use them at home. They won’t work when traveling because the devices are registered to your address. However, if you just want a system for your house and it’s more of a precaution than a necessity, then non-monitored devices can be ideal. Why They’re a Good OptionOld age makes you more susceptible to falls and injuries. More than
95% of broken hips happen because of falls, and if you live alone, then it’s important you’re able to access help. Sometimes your friends or family may not be able to check on you regularly, and if you’re unable to move after an injury then you could be left helpless until someone finds you. If you take medication regularly, it can cause drastic side
effects. One of these is dizziness, which causes slips and falls. If your memory is failing, then medical alert systems can help you. Conditions such as Alzheimers and Dementia can cause confusion, aggression and severe anxiety. Other Uses for Medical Alert SystemsMedical alert systems aren’t just used for falls, they can also support you with home
emergencies. For example, if a fire breaks out you can use the system to contact the emergency services. Some alert systems also have built-in carbon monoxide and smoke detectors. If you’re mobile and like to travel around, you can purchase a system with a GPRS tracker. This will enable emergency services to find you should you get lost or
injured. These are just some of the basic features medical alert systems offer. There’s much more they can do. This includes supporting you with monitoring your daily health. Things to ConsiderOne of the most important things to think about is how much you’re willing to spend on a medical alert system. Non-monitored systems are much cheaper and
you can pay for them with a one-time amount. Monitored systems require you to pay a monthly amount, but they offer superior levels of protection. Some devices also have voice activation features, so if your movement is restricted, you can still reach emergency services. Medical alert systems are ideal for your safety and peace of mind. With so many
models available and a whole range of features, it’s easy to find one within your budget. MORE FROM BLOGLINES
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